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PERSONAL STATEMENT
 Using the equations of synergetic relationships, my generation has a greater possibility to 
touch more peoples lives, metaphysically and physically, than any other generation before us; And 
that number will only increase from here. Everyday we will continue to gain opportunities. Many 
societies and relationships are already virtual, from cellphones, to social media, online photography 
sharing, online university classes. If life is synergetic, unpredicted by its  separate parts; then 
life itself happens when it is manipulated and designed.  Creative endeavors from human life are 
what produce global change. The jovial human spirit has not ceased to inspire awe throughout all 
recorded time. If nothing else, we can conclude that metaphysical humans have the mental capacity 
to expand their own understanding of self. Out of the darkness of anthropomorphism into the 
darkness of  the vast universe.

 Please allow me to introduce myself as a possible candidate for an internship position with 
your firm. My name is Kelly Corcoran and presently I am a first year master’s of architecture student 
at Washington University in St. Louis. 

 My experiences at the University have been exceptional: the curriculum challenging, the 
faculty demanding and the dramatic landscape of St. Louis is full of learning opportunities. Through 
challenging leadership positions such as Teaching Assistant for Drawing II and Volunteering with 
the Catholic Student Center. I strive to make a positive impact within our campus community. I have 
constantly sought to expand my knowledge in digital media, and have been a part of a hybrid media 
art studio, since fall 2012. An aesthetic mind-set and composing and creative thinking are some 
of my traits that make me stand out in school and on site. All these experiences have enhanced 
my organizational, professional, and management skills, which; compliment my architectural skills 
of drawing, CAD, and formal presentation. Sketchbook always in hand, my drawing skills have 
developed through hands on learning, and note taking. This incredibly enriching environment has 
served as the stage for traveling, studying and blogging about the history and countenance of art 
and architecture.

 Determined that I can use my high energy, analytic, and creative talents to become a 
hardworking intern within your organization. My goal is to gain the experience necessary to 
becoming a practicing architect. The best way to contact me is by email k.corcoran@wustl.edu.
If you have questions, please feel free to contact me at any time. I also encourage you to look 
at my Rome Italy blog (http:// corcoranrome2011.blogspot.com/) and my current Graduate blog 
(kellyelizabethcorcoran@wordpress.com) to see how my experience is honing my passion for 
architecture. 
Thank you for your time and consideration



Site
Forest Park
Major Open Channel Creeks 
Piped Underground
Mississippi River

URBAN THRESHOLDS
eco-housing project Green Space stitches the urban edges 

back together
The meaning of the word landscape has 
changed and transformed over history. 
It once was used only when referring to 
a picturesque image (a paradise to be 
painted with rolling hills and golden sun). 
Since then, humans have taken control 
of nature, using technology as their 
ruling fist. Nature has been manipulated, 
through common issues tied to sprawling 
population growth and urban infrastructure 
systems. How can the hybridized 
landscapes in the post-modern urban city 
be defined?
St. Louis, Missouri.
The site is along the River Des Peres. 
The river was transformed by the Corps of 
Army Engineers into St. Louis’ most used 
open sewer.
Through site specific examples and 
lamentation of imagery, this project works 
to uncover and develop future ways 
of positive infrastructure rehabilitation. 
The gradual failures in current urban 
practices have been ignored for years 
and need to brought to the attention of 
the public. This project’s goal is to begin 
experimenting with new methodologies of 
soft infrastructure, landscape phasing and 
water-conservation. Presently, man and 
nature are in a conflicting entanglement 
over control with one another; these 
apartments provide a  meditative safe 
haven for living and collaborative eco-
efforts. 
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Final Rendering
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commercial edges and green paths

site section and north building elevation



zoning
eco-study of systems and paths
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studio unit sectional axon
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HYBRID HANDS
virtual families

exploring digital technology

 Our innate emotional connection to the 
earth and our organic families will always be 
a very human part of any healing process. 
If you do not value the duality of nature and 
technology before you, there will be no value 
in what you can create. My position on the 
final project will involve the making of soft 
body architectures, (conversational relics) 
projected sounds and moving imagery. The 
combination of elements will help to express 
the technological extension of relationships 
that now flicker between most technologically 
driven selves and families. I would like to 
continue my case study concerning my 
grandmother. In recent events concerning 
her bodily memory and health have declined, 
where she has undergone surgery and given 
a prosthetic hip. I wish to serve as a tool for 
her in mental soothing and physical recovery. 
Through technology has the power to create 
new possibilities but I will also argue that 
we shall not forget what makes it all matter - 
Human communication.



charcoal drawing of grand-
mothers hands via skype

Hybrid Media [ha-
hy-brid] [mee-dee-uh]
Defining Hybrid
1.
the offspring of two animals 
or plants of different 
breeds, varieties, species, 
or genera, especially as 
produced through human 
manipulation for specific 
genetic characteristics.
2.
a person or group of 
persons produced by the 
interaction or crossbreeding 
of two unlike cultures, 
traditions, etc.
3.
anything derived from 
heterogeneous sources, 
or composed of elements 
of different or incongruous 
kinds: a hybrid of the 
academic and business 
worlds.
Defining Media 
1.
( usually used with a 
plural verb ) the means of 
communication, as radio 
and television, newspapers, 
and magazines, that reach 
or influence people widely: 
The media are covering the 
speech tonight.
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performance and gestural drawing



charcoal drawing edited in photoshop
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Cillcs Dclellze and Felix Gauttari declare: ‘Make a map not a Tracing”

What distinguishes the map from the tracing is that it is entirely orientated toward an experimen-
tation in contact with the real. The map docs not reproduce an unconscious closed in upon itself; 
it constructs the unconscious...The map has to do with performance, whereas tracing always 
involves an ‘alleged competence’.

ROMA DERIVE
travel through italy



Field sketching
travel through italy
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